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Abstract
Ad text generation is the task of creating compelling text from an advertising asset that describes products or
services, such as a landing page. In advertising, diversity plays an important role in enhancing the effectiveness
of an ad text, mitigating a phenomenon called “ad fatigue,” where users become disengaged due to repetitive
exposure to the same advertisement. Despite numerous efforts in ad text generation, the aspect of diversifying
ad texts has received limited attention, particularly in non-English languages like Japanese. To address this, we
present CAMERA3, an evaluation dataset for controllable text generation in the advertising domain in Japanese.
Our dataset includes 3,980 ad texts written by expert annotators, taking into account various aspects of ad appeals.
We make CAMERA3 publicly available, allowing researchers to examine the capabilities of recent NLG models in
controllable text generation in a real-world scenario.
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1. Introduction

Ad text generation is a real-world application of
natural language generation (NLG) in commercial
contexts, where the goal is to create compelling
and persuasive advertisements for specific prod-
ucts or services. Ad text generation has received
limited attention in the research community, de-
spite its practical implications and the challenges
it presents to address limitations of current state-
of-the-art NLG models (Murakami et al., 2023).
This is partly due to the lack of publicly available
datasets because of the proprietary nature of ad-
vertising, which is particularly pronounced in non-
English languages.

One example that addresses these issues in-
clude the effort by Mita et al. (2023), where they
released the CAMERA dataset, a publicly avail-
able corpus for ad text generation in Japanese, a
language that exhibits interestingly contrasting lin-
guistic differences from English (Bond and Bald-
win, 2016). A dataset in such a language serves as
a valuable resource to examine the cross-lingual
ability of state-of-the-art large language models
(LLMs). In this work, we build upon their effort by
constructing an evaluation dataset for controllable
ad text generation (Figure 1).

A key difference from previous work, includ-
ing the efforts in English (Golobokov et al.,
2022a; Chai et al., 2022), is that we anno-
tate multiple ad texts conditioning on various
aspects of ad appeals (A3) (e.g., “This book
is [50% offDiscountPrice ] for [the weekends

*Work done during an internship at CyberAgent.
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Figure 1: Controllable ad text generation.

onlyLimitedTime ]”) (Murakami et al., 2022). This
is particularly important in diversifying generated
text in the advertising domain, where a phe-
nomenon called ad fatigue (Abrams and Vee,
2007) can significantly impact user engagement
and the effectiveness of advertising campaigns.
Ad fatigue occurs when a user sees the same ad-
vertisements repeatedly, leading to a negative per-
ception of the advertised products.

To address these challenges, we introduce
CAMERA3, an evaluation dataset for controllable
ad text generation in Japanese. We extend the
CAMERA dataset (Mita et al., 2023) by further an-
notating LP images for A3 and creating ad texts
conditioned on these annotations. Our dataset
comprises 3,980 expert-generated ad texts la-
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Figure 2: A schematic overview of the annotation process for CAMERA3.

beled for various aspects of ad appeals. Each in-
stance consists of three elements, an LP (Land-
ing Page) screenshot, an ad appeal label identi-
fied within the LP, and a short ad text written condi-
tioning on the annotated ad appeal. As an illustra-
tion, consider an LP promoting a medical hair treat-
ment service includes a section highlighting the
“user-friendliness” of their service. We annotate
a short ad text that emphasizes this aspect (e.g.,
“Thinning hair treatment available online!”), as well
as other aspects found in the LP. We make our
dataset publicly available for research purposes1.

Our contributions are as follows:

• We are the first to present an evaluation
dataset for controllable text generation in the
advertising domain in Japanese, which poses
unique challenges due to its domain peculiar-
ities and language characteristics.

• We release our dataset under the CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0 license, allowing re-
searchers to examine approaches for
controllable text generation in an under-
explored real-world scenario.

• We report the first benchmark result of a sim-
ple baseline with an LLM, providing a founda-
tion to uncover limitations of existing models.

2. Related Work

There is a limited number of publicly available re-
sources in ad text generation, exceptions being
UCL’s open advertising dataset2 and the CAMERA
dataset (Mita et al., 2023). To the best of our knowl-
edge, there is no publicly available dataset for
controllable ad text generation. Previous studies
on controllable ad text generation have addressed
the control of rhetorical appeals or selling points
of ad text (Chai et al., 2022; Golobokov et al.,
2022b). Despite the effectiveness of their meth-
ods, the datasets they used are not publicly avail-
able, which hinders the development of research

1https://github.com/CyberAgentAILab/
camera3

2https://code.google.com/archive/p/
open-advertising-dataset/

in this task. Jin et al. (2023) provided a dataset
for syntactically diverse slogan generation, but it
differs from our corpus in that it does not allow se-
mantic control.

Outside of ad text generation, controllable text
summarization is the most related task, consider-
ing the task similarity between ad text generation
and text summarization (Murakami et al., 2023).
Many datasets have been provided in this task
(Fan et al., 2018; He et al., 2021; Zhong et al.,
2021; Hayashi et al., 2021), but these were created
by giving pseudo-attributes to existing datasets,
not really written with the guidance to include at-
tributes. Recently, Zhang et al. (2023) collected
summaries by giving the annotators attributes to in-
clude in the summaries. Our work follows a similar
approach and collected ad text with the guidance
to include ad appeals.

3. Corpus Construction

3.1. Design Principle
The design philosophy of our corpus is inspired
by the prescriptive paradigm, which discour-
ages annotator subjectivity in the annotation pro-
cess (Rottger et al., 2022). In this work, we dis-
courage annotator subjectivity in writing ad text by
focusing on a specific aspect of the LP to be anno-
tated. More specifically, we explicitly ask annota-
tors to write ad text taking into account a specific
advertising appeal found in the LP, as described
in detail in §3.3. This approach is in contrast to
the descriptive paradigm, which encourages anno-
tator subjectivity when creating datasets. Exam-
ples of such descriptive corpora include the CAM-
ERA dataset (Mita et al., 2023), where they provide
minimal instructions to the annotators to annotate
LPs for ad text generation. Our corpus differs from
theirs in the design principle: We aim to build a di-
versified corpus in ad text generation while incorpo-
rating the capability to control the specific aspect
that introduces diversity to ad text.

3.2. Source Data
Our corpus is derived from a publicly available
dataset for ad text generation in Japanese. We

https://github.com/CyberAgentAILab/camera3
https://github.com/CyberAgentAILab/camera3
https://code.google.com/archive/p/open-advertising-dataset/
https://code.google.com/archive/p/open-advertising-dataset/
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use the test set of the CAMERA dataset (Mita et al.,
2023), a collection of 869 LP images annotated
for four ad text per instance. Each instance con-
sists of an LP screenshot image, meta description,
keywords, original ad text, and three annotated ad
texts. In this work, we enrich their dataset with ad
appeals found in the LP and additional ad texts that
represent annotated ad appeals.

3.3. Annotation Task
Figure 2 shows a schematic example of an anno-
tation instance. The annotation task is divided into
two subtasks; ad appeal labeling (§3.3.2) and ad
text creation (§3.3.3). Each annotation instance
consists of an LP screenshot, extracted meta de-
scription, and keywords. We ask annotators to
annotate each instance for aspects of ad appeals
found in the LP, such as “discount price” and “user-
friendliness”, followed by ad text that takes into ac-
count each specified aspect label. If no ad appeal
is found in the LP, we label the instance as “No
Appeal” without ad text annotation.

We used Label Studio,3 an open-source
annotation platform to annotate LPs for ad ap-
peals and corresponding ad text. Annotation was
performed by three annotators who are native
Japanese speakers with experience in in-house ad
production.4

3.3.1. Data Preparation

We manually verified LP screenshots in the test
split of the CAMERA dataset and excluded in-
stances with a screenshot error. We also excluded
instances with a significantly lengthy LP image
(above 30,000 pixels in height), yielding 819 LP
images in total5. For efficiency purposes and to
reduce the annotator’s workload, we further split
each LP screenshot into four segments horizon-
tally. This also allow us to investigate which part
of the original LP image contains the most relevant
information for advertising. The resultant dataset
contains 3,217 LP segments with 2,589 pixels in
height on average, and 1,200 pixels in width.

3.3.2. Labeling Aspects of Ad Appeals

The first stage of the annotation is labeling aspects
of ad appeals in the LP segment. The annotators
first identify advertising appeals in the LP screen-
shot and annotate them with corresponding aspect
labels. To avoid external influences, we ask an-
notators not to consult meta description and key-
words at this stage. During the annotation session,

3https://labelstud.io/
4Each instance takes approximately 90 seconds to

annotate on average.
5The original dataset has 869 LP images.

Ad Appeal Label
1) No Appeal 12) Other features
2) Discount price 13) Limited time
3) Reward points 14) Limited target
4) Free 15) First-time limited
5) Special gift 16) Other limited offer
6) Other offer 17) Largest/no.1
7) Quality 18) Product lineup
8) Problem Solving 19) Trend
9) Speed 20) Other track record
10) User-friendliness 21) Story
11) Transportation 22) Other

Table 1: The aspect labels for advertising appeals,
based on the scheme of Murakami et al. (2022).

annotators are encouraged to refer to the docu-
ment that describes definitions of the labels along
with the associated examples. We use an estab-
lished label set for ad appeals based on Murakami
et al. (2022) with an additional label for instances
without any advertising appeal (“No Appeal”). Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the label set we use in this work.

3.3.3. Writing Ad Text

The second stage of the annotation is writing ad
text conditioned on the annotated ad appeal label
in the first stage. The annotators produce ad text
guided by the ad appeal label assigned during the
first stage (§3.3.2). In the absence of ad appeal,
this phase will be disregarded.

A summary of the instructions to the annotators
is as follows:

• Ad text must include expressions that repre-
sents the annotated ad appeal in the first
stage.

• The length must be within 15 full-width char-
acters (30 half-width characters)6.

• Ad text should not be copy-pasted from the LP
as is to ensure the diversity of the generated
ad text7.

During the second stage, annotators are al-
lowed to consult meta description and keywords
in case essential information, such as product or
service name, is missing in the LP segment.

3.3.4. Quality Control

To ensure the annotation quality, annotators re-
ceived training on the annotation process. The

6We follow the length limit set by Google’s text
ads guideline: https://support.google.com/
google-ads/answer/1704389

7This is also to make sure that the task is not going
to be a mere OCR task.

https://labelstud.io/
https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/1704389
https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/1704389
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CAMERA3 Statistics
# LP Segments 3,217
# LP Segments w/ Ad Appeal 1,974
# LP Segments w/o Ad Appeal 1,243
# Ad Appeal & Ad Text 3,980

Table 2: The statistics of CAMERA3. The
corpus has 3,980 instances of the triplet
(LP Segment,Ad Appeal,Ad Text).

annotators first received multiple sessions where
the authors provided explanations of the annota-
tion guidelines. All annotators went through two
practice annotation rounds followed by a feedback
session by the authors after each round. During
the feedback session, the authors provided anno-
tators with comments for each annotated instance,
highlighting the difference from expected annota-
tions, if any. Examples used for the practice ses-
sions (77 instances in total) were carefully anno-
tated by the authors.

To estimate the annotation quality, we compute
Krippendorf’s alpha (Krippendorff, 1980) on a sam-
ple of 100 instances annotated by the three anno-
tators. Krippendorf’s alpha is 0.33 for the labeling
task, which is a fair agreement based on the guide-
lines in Landis and Koch (1977).

3.4. Corpus Statistics and Data Format
Table 2 shows statistics of our corpus. More than
60% of the LP image segments have at least one
ad appeal, while the rest are labeled as “No Ap-
peal”. On average, each LP segment has two ad
texts associated with the corresponding ad appeal
labels. In total, we obtain 3,980 ad text with ad
appeal label annotations.

CAMERA3 is released in json format, where
each element has a file name of the LP segment,
ad appeal label, and ad text, along with other sup-
plemental information including OCR text, LP meta
description, and keywords.

4. Ad Text Generation Baseline

4.1. Experimental Setup

To demonstrate the usefulness of CAMERA3, we
conduct baseline experiments with a state-of-the-
art LLM. The purpose of this experiment is to
provide results of a simple baseline as an ini-
tial comparison point for future efforts. To that
end, we prompt a state-of-the-art LLM, GPT-3.5-
Turbo8 (Ouyang et al., 2022). We prompt it to gen-
erate an ad text given the specified ad appeal la-
bel, meta description, and an OCR-processed LP

8We use the 2023-03-15-preview version.

GPT-3.5-Turbo
Content 66.81%
Style 36.31%
Format 13.14%

Table 3: Evaluation of GPT-3.5-Turbo in terms of
format, style, and content.

segment. We also include the definition of the
ad appeal label in the prompt. To obtain textual
representations from an LP screenshot, we use
Google’s Cloud Vision API9.

We prompt the LLM as follows: “You are an ad-
vertising copywriter. Write only one advertisement
containing {ad appeal label} ({description of the la-
bel}) from LP meta description and OCR text. Write
it in 15 full-width characters (30 half-width charac-
ters) or less. LP meta description: {lp meta de-
scription} OCR text: {text}”10

4.2. Evaluation

We evaluate controllable ad text generation mod-
els with the following three criteria, inspired by the
evaluation criteria in style transfer (Madaan et al.,
2020; Reid and Zhong, 2021).

• Content: BERTScore (F1) (Zhang et al.,
2020) to compute the content similarity of the
generated ad text to the gold reference.

• Style: The percentage of generated ad texts
classified to have the target ad appeal label.
We use a BERT-based classifier by Murakami
et al. (2022) to predict the ad appeal label.

• Format: The percentage of generated ad
texts following the specified format, i.e., within
15 full-width characters.

4.3. Results

Table 3 shows the baseline result of GPT-3.5-
Turbo on our dataset. Interestingly, the result
shows a contrasting difference in performance be-
tween the content and the format specificity. We
observe a significantly low format accuracy, even
though the length of an ad text is a surface-level
textual attribute. The low style accuracy suggests
that generating an ad text with a specified ad ap-
peal is a challenging task, calling for further devel-
opments in controllable ad text generation.

9https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/
ocr

10We use Japanese for instruction (Appendix A).

https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/ocr
https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/ocr
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5. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented CAMERA3, an evaluation dataset
for controllable ad text generation in Japanese.
Our dataset includes 3,980 ad texts written by ex-
pert annotators, taking into account various as-
pects of ad appeals within each LP. We also re-
lease our dataset under the CC BY-NC-SA 4.0
license, to facilitate the exploration of approaches
for controllable text generation in a real-world sce-
nario. As an initial comparison point, we offer
a simple baseline by prompting a state-of-the-art
LLM. Our dataset serves as a testbed for evaluat-
ing the capabilities and limitations of state-of-the-
art NLG models. In future work, we plan to explore
diverse variants of LLMs and other model types,
such as multi-modal models.

Limitations

One of the limitations in this work is the limited
scope of baseline model exploration. Although we
acknowledge the importance of exploring numer-
ous LLMs that have shown remarkable generative
abilities, the main focus of this paper is to provide
the foundation for controllable ad text generation
through the development of an evaluation dataset.
As such, we leave extensive exploration of these
models to future work. We also acknowledge the
potential bias in annotation stemming from the de-
mographic background of the annotators.
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